
MEET YOUR NEW FAVORITE SPORTS, 
LAUNDRY AND TRAVEL BAG!



We run to work, jump into the gym during our lunch break, 
ride our bicycle in the rain and do hot yoga before going 
home. We sweat. We get dirty. But combining our active 
lifestyles with our day-to-day activities, we all ran into the 
same issue: where do we leave our dirty, sweaty gear?
 
Plastic bags keep in the sweat and the stink, but they’re 
awful for the environment that we love spending time in. 
Carrying your sweaty gym clothes in your backpack results 
in a smelly. And carrying your laundry next to your laptop 
and your lunch isn't great either. 

That’s why we developed the STNKY Bag. Reusable to 
minimize environmental damage. Compact enough to fit in 
a backpack, small suitcase or briefcase. Locks in odors, mud 
and sweat. And super easy to wash. 

We introduce to you, your new favorite gym, laundry and 
wash bag.

Bye bye stink, hello STNKY!

STNKY Bags are waterproof bags with an internal, attached washing net. The 
bags are made to hold in and wash sweaty, stinky, dirty clothes and laundry, and 
keep them from dirtying up your gym bag or the rest of your suitcase. 

When you’re done working out or at the end of the day, simply stuff your dirty 
clothes or laundry into the STNKY Bag and toss it in your bag, suitcase, trunk of 
your car, you name it. Once it’s laundry time, simply turn the bag inside out, 
dropping out the internal washing net, and toss your STNKY Bag in the washer 
and dryer, clothes, bag and all. Clean clothes, clean bag, easy as pie. 

WHAT’S A STNKY BAG?

ABOUT US



Why STNKY Bags?

LOCKS IN SWEAT & ODORS
No more worries about the smell and sweat of 
your dirty laundry or gym gear.  

PROTECT YOUR BAG
STNKY Bags hold in the sweat and odors, keeping 
your bag fresh and good as new.   

REUSABLE
Every STNKY Bag can save over 700 plastic bags 
from ending up in landfills or our oceans.

MAKES LIFE EASY
An easy solution to carry and clean your clothes. 

STNKY Bags keep things clean and organized. 

MADE IN MEXICO / 100% POLYESTER

STEP 1
Get dirty & put 

your dirty clothes 
+ shoes in your 

STNKY Bag

STEP 2
Go about your 
day and don’t 

worry about your 
dirty gear

STEP 4
Wash & tumble 
dry your STNKY 
Bag + gear & get 

stinky again

STEP 3
Flip the STNKY 

bag inside out: No 
need to touch 

your gear

Use STNKY Bags for

Fitness
Running
Cycling
Traveling
Camping
Yoga
Children’s sports
Obstacle course races
And more...

How to use



PRODUCT DETAILS

Dimensions
36 x 46 cm

Volume:
13L

Weight
154 g

Standard Black
SB0201-ST-BLK

Standard Grey
SB0201-ST-GRE

Standard Burgundy
SB0201-ST-BUR

Standard Forest Green
SB0201-ST-FGR

STANDARD

Dimensions
46 x 63 cm

Volume:
26L

Weight
227 g

Standard Black
SB0201-XL-BLK

Standard Grey
SB0201-XL-GRE

Standard Burgundy
SB0201-XL-BUR

Standard Forest Green
SB0201-XL-FGR

XL



Sturdiness                                                           4.5

For traveling                                                      4.6

Durability                                                           4.8

Scent                                                                   4.7

REVIEWS

I am a healthcare worker and I use this bag everyday I work. It's nice to keep my 
clean and dirty clothes separate. I also love the fact you can wash the bag with
the clothes still inside without having to touch the dirty clothes. Worth every penny

-

-

STNKY STANDARD GREY
SB0201-ST-GRE     $29.99

Exactly what I was looking for. The XL version holds three gym outfits and all of 
the odors. It is pricey but delivers on its promises.

LOVE. Best purchase ever. No need to touch dirty scrubs once 
they come off from a long day at work.

As a healthcare provider, this is the perfect thing to have to put 
your clothes in after a shift!

I work out bright and early at 5am before work. I needed something to keep 
my super soaked gym clothes from getting rank until I could laundry after work.
I bought a weeks worth of these. These are awesome, easy to use and clean. 
I bought the larger size ones which have more room than I need for a pair of shorts, 
tank/shirt, pants, socks and underwear. Great to bring to group fitness classes 
and throw in your gym duffel. I’ll probably buy a few smaller ones for when 
I use a smaller duffle/backpack. Opportunity: partner with a spray deodorizer 
or instructions on how best to leave clothes in bag. 
Should I rinse cloth ese with water? Or just leave as is til laundry time?

Love it!
I love that I can leave this in my locker, leave my hat, undershirt and socks in it without 
them touching the rest of the stuff in my locker. Just take it home and dimp it in the wash. 
Feels secure.

Great product!
I pack all my gowns and scrub caps in it to carry to the laundry. I throw it in the wash 
with them! I’ve been using it for six months and it’s holding up wonderfully!

.

Super bag!
Love this bag so much, it’s the perfect size for two days of scrubs. I throw everything in 
the bag at the end of my shift and toss the whole bag in the wash. With my stnky bag 
I feel much more at ease about keeping my family safe.



Choose your STNKY Bag
 

Peruse our website (stnky.com) or 
contact us, and select from our different 
sizes and colours of STNKY Bags. We can 

also do custom sizing and colors. 

Let us know what you want

Let us know how many bags you want 
and send us your artwork as an .ai, .pdf, 

.eps or .psd file, along with the 
dimensions and placement on the bag. 
We will send you a quote and a digital 

mockup within 72 hours.. 

Give us your feedback
 

Whether it’s an OK or you want us to 
make adjustments, let us know and we’ll 

get to work! 

Place and confirm your order

When everything looks OK, confirm your 
order. Our team will send you an order 

confirmation and that’s that. Now sit 
back, relax, and wait for your brand new 

STNKY Bags to arrive.

LOGO

COBRAND WITH US

Why partner with STNKY? 

Impact on the environment
Did you know that every STNKY Bag can save 700 plastic 
bags from ending up in landfills or worse, in our oceans? 
The reusable STNKY Bags can be used over and over.

Design matters
We do all our designs in house ensuring that everything 
looks as good as you want it to. We are also able to do 
custom work including bag sizes and colours, ensuring we 
can make something unique for your brand. 

Fair labor
All our bags are designed and manufactured in Mexico. We 
believe that happy employees make a better quality 
product. Therefore, each and every one of our employees 
receives fair compensation and treatment, and an 
opportunity to create a healthy balance between work and 
personal life. 

1 2

3 4



THE PROBLEM

Every day, Equinox was going through hundreds of plastic bags which they 
were handing out to their members to store their sweaty gear. These plastic 
bags will eventually end up in landfills or worse, in nature.

Choosing to set an example and match their customers’ healthy choices, 
Equinox decided to look for a more sustainable alternative. 

EQUINOX COBRANDING EXAMPLE
THE SOLUTION

STNKY partnered with Equinox to offer them a reusable bag to 
offer their members, free of cost. The outcome was the STNKY 
Mini - a limited version developed specially for Equinox. The 
STNKY Mini is a smaller version of the STNKY Bag, without the 
inner netting. The waterproof bag is perfect for storing sweaty 
gym clothes and trapping both the sweat and the odors.

After the excellent reception of the STNKY Bag by the members, 
STNKY and Equinox took the partnership one step further, and 
now also offer (customized) STNKY products in The Shop, their 
in-gym retail stores. 

STANDARD

MINI



THE PROBLEM

AAMD COBRANDING EXAMPLE

THE SOLUTION

STANDARD

STNKY collaborated with AADMD to give their students and members 
of their program an STNKY. Most of its members are health workers, 
during the COVID-19 pandemic they have needed more protection to 
maintain their health and continue saving lives. STNKY was able to 
help them keep their contaminated clothing separate and allowed 
them to wash it without touching it and that is how the academy de-
cided to collaborate with us.

Thanks to this, its affiliates during the pandemic were able to 
safeguard their health by separating contaminated clothing in 
the STNKY Bag, allowing them to wash it without touching it, 
thanks to its internal mesh. 



Standard Black

Standard Grey

Standard Burgundy

Standard Forest Green

301652194148

301652194179

301652194155

301652194162

SB0201-ST-BLK

SB0201-ST-GRE

SB0201-ST-BUR

SB0201-ST-FGR

$29.99 USD

$29.99 USD

$29.99 USD

$29.99 USD

 NOMBRE          UPC CODE    SKU         PRICE

PRODUCT INFORMATION & PRICING

XL Black

XL Grey

XL Burgundy

XL Forest Green

301652194186

301652194216

301652194193

301652194209

SB0201-XL-BLK

SB0201-XL-GRE

SB0201-XL-BUR

SB0201-XL-FGR

$39.99 USD

$39.99 USD

$39.99 USD

$39.99 USD



CONTACT

MEET YOUR NEW FAVORITE SPORTS, 
LAUNDRY AND TRAVEL BAG!

Wiegert Luimes
+1 502 257 51 35

wiegert@stnky.us

stnky.us


